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Abstract
This paper presents an overview of ongoing research from within the
Tailorcrete research project into the development of CAD tools for
the design and realization of ‘non-standard’ concrete structures.The
focus is on concrete formwork, a significant factor affecting cost,
logistics and aesthetics.With a process spanning a broad range of
expertise, collaboration through an effective digital workflow is vital to
the successful execution of such structures.
As a concept for this workflow, a working model of a Design System is
described and its development discussed.This focuses on three aspects:
(1) the identification of key Use-Cases; (2) the definition of Formwork
Systems; and (3) the definition of communication between software
elements to provide relevant means of collaboration for expert users.
An implementation as a package of software prototypes is also briefly
presented.This includes a Base Framework, tools targeting Use-Cases
and components relating to specific formwork systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Research Context
This research presents CAD tools being developed as part of an ongoing,
EU-funded project Tailorcrete [1].The project seeks to engage and encourage
the construction of non-standard [2] concrete structures.While these
structures are becoming more common, the emphasis here is to improve
design and production processes to enable, “unique concrete structures
without the need for expensive and labor-intensive manual construction
processes” [3]. Potential advantages of non-standard structures over more
common rectilinear forms are outlined in the project’s motivations and
include environmental responsiveness, structural and construction efficiency
as well as cultural value.
The research involves partners with a range of expertise including
Architecture, Computer Science, Robotics and several Engineering
disciplines. Generally, the partners also have a strong background in realizing
‘non-standard’ building projects [4].
The project section dealing with the development of CAD tools has two
key deliverables.The first of these is a Design System forming a conceptual
basis and structure, focusing on workflow. Beyond this, Software
Implementation involves the realization of this concept as a working software
package, to be used in actual building projects both within the research
project and beyond.
The research is currently in a preliminary stage of development. It is, in
April 2011, 18 months into a four-year timeframe with final results and
research to be completed in 2014.The CAD package has been through
conceptual development and first software prototypes implemented for
testing.The final package is to integrate formwork and concrete
reinforcement technologies simultaneously developed in other areas of the
project.
To maintain a manageable process, it was decided that the first stage of
conceptual development and prototypical software focus concrete
formwork systems [5].These systems are perhaps the most significant
element in the design and construction process targeted by the project [6].

1.2. Background Research, State of the Art
Concrete Formwork Systems
As part of the project’s background, a survey of current buildings and
processes was undertaken, outlining state-of-the-art construction methods
for non-standard concrete structures [7].This was further supplemented by
first-hand experience of partners involved in such projects.
Being relatively new, these state-of-the-art practices tend to vary from
project to project. Solutions are applied and adapted according to pragmatic
needs, and a few approaches are recurring and becoming more common. As
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examples, a couple of key projects are shown below.The Rolex Learning
Centre in Lausanne, Switzerland [8] employs a formwork system of timber
cleat-tables.These consist of custom cut vertical cleats defining a doublecurved form with a layer of plywood acting as a skin on top.The formwork
for the Spencer Dock Bridge [9] in Dublin, Ireland also addresses a doublecurved shape with the creation of a negative mold comprised of milled
polystyrene blocks.
 Figure 1: Examples of state-of-the-art
formwork systems.The formwork for
the Rolex Learning Centre (left) is a
system using timber cleats [10]. For the
Spencer Dock Bridge (right) milled
Polystyrene blocks were employed [11].

Existing Software Packages
In general, software for the building industry focuses on standardized and
specific products. Often proprietary solutions are provided from a particular
brand such as Doka [12] or Paschal [13]. For standard geometries these
products allow planning of formwork layout including all connection
elements. Furthermore they generate formwork plans, schedules of
quantities and allow the evaluation of the solution regarding concrete
pressure as well as construction timing.These programs also implement
several standards and codes. Since these products are tied to a specific
formwork system they are also limited to the properties of this exact
system.
Usually this type of software requires a formwork-planning expert to
operate it and is targeted at the detailed planning phase of a project. Due to
the complexity and detail presented it is not possible to use it in conceptual
design phases. However, there are significant benefits in embedding more
information about subsequent execution early in the design process, some
of which will be discussed later.

1.3. Standard vs. Non-Standard Projects
Today’s standard building processes generally draw a division between the
design of a form and the design of the means to construct it as a building.
Information flows generally downstream, from design into fabrication, with
little or no feedback upstream. Both the physical separation of designer
from maker and the chronological separation of design from realization are
formally manifest in the division of a project at a building tender phase [14].
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The corresponding shift in responsibility and involvement results in the
different involved parties working largely consecutively with little to no
overlap.
This is made possible in conventional projects by well-established
Standards and Building Codes as well as the use of standardized products.
These provide the means to communicate both design intent and
information relevant to execution. Conversely, as the term implies, nonstandard projects are generally not covered by these established standards.
Reasons for this reach from the typically greater geometric complexity and
a high number of unique components, to the great variety of possible
construction technologies.
An effective workflow can have major influences in many aspects of a
project, including both structural and environmental performance,
consistency in architectural resolution from concept to building as well as
quality assurance and cost benefits in supply chains [15][16].Without
standardized parts, measures and means of communication, a closer
collaboration between the involved experts becomes vital to the successful
execution of non-standard projects. Despite advances in digital technologies
this is not easily achieved, “due to the multidisciplinary expertise required
for such development and the fragmentation of the building industry” [17].
Specialized practices are becoming established to service this market.
These companies focus on the development of tools to address new
requirements and processes, becoming key links in facilitating effective
collaboration between existing fields of expertise. Generally these
companies operate on a per-project basis. At the same time, software
packages focusing on parametric design have been introduced into the field
of architectural design, often from other industries.While these software
packages are powerful, they are generally not specific to building design and
processes.These are two aspects of the current situation in which generally,
in non-standard projects, digital workflow is redefined on a per-project
basis.

2. COLLABORATION AND WORKFLOW
In any construction project there exists a network of organizations
connected both upstream and downstream in the process [16].The
required collaboration in non-standard building practices requires the
integration of this range of expertise. For this to occur requires a workflow
which allows for information to be, “called upon at the right time and for
the right decision” [17].
The development described in this paper focused initially on the
definition of a concept to enable an appropriate workflow. A clear structure
was created to integrate expertise (Use-Cases) and bodies of information
(Formwork Systems). Beyond this, relevant information was identified and
the means to communicate and exchange developed.The aim is for
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information to be selected and presented clearly and efficiently as it is
required and to be easily exchanged both up- and down-stream during the
design and construction process.

2.1. Use-Cases
Based on the background research conducted, three Use-Cases have been
identified as key steps in the process of designing and fabricating concrete
structures.This model aims to address key steps in decision-making and the
information that is required for these to effectively occur.The Use-Cases
reflect the skill sets and knowledge of different experts as well as
experience gained in the development of a number of key non-standard
projects, identified in the research.
 Figure 2:Workflow diagram for
non-standard concrete formwork,
showing key Use-Cases and required
information flow in both directions.

A fundamental aspect of this tri-fold concept is that it differs from a
simplistic division of a project into a two-step design and construction
sequence, the limitations of which were discussed earlier. However, this
model also does not fit easily with many of the more complex contractual
structures of larger projects. In an idealized scenario a project’s
requirements might be better reflected in contractual arrangements,
however this is not the focus of this paper.
Building Design
The intended user at this stage is an architect or building designer. Here, the
form of a building is being developed to meet a broad range of
requirements. A designer needs to be able to readily understand and
evaluate many factors to be weighed against one another. Hence, there is a
need for clear and quick feedback on decisions made.Too much detail
regarding later stages of the process would confuse and restrict the design
potential.
For concrete formwork, a designer needs to understand only basic
information about the later stages of the building process, including some
basic awareness of available construction systems and their potential
applications. Primarily, there is a need to know whether proposals are
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feasible, however, beyond this only basic qualitative information regarding
the complexity of a proposal is useful.
To reflect the influence of concrete formwork on a building, the scope
for this Use-Case covers the form and surface patterning of concrete
elements. In an exemplary formwork system consisting of CNC-cut timber
cleats (see the Rolex Learning Center example above), the designer would be
working with bending radius values defining the constraints for the concrete
shape. Further to this, the normal direction of a designed surface at a given
point can allow for an approximation of the volume of formwork material
required to construct that shape. Finally, this information is appended by an
approximated formwork grid size that can give a first impression of the
resulting gap pattern on the surface.
The key downstream output from this Use-Case is geometry, describing
a desired physical form of the concrete structure and supplemented with
basic guidelines for the patterning of surfaces.This can be the designer’s
working model.
In the subsequent development of a design, it is important that a
designer receives more detailed information regarding specifics not
addressed in the conceptual stages. As information is initially limited, detail
cannot be predicted and further design iterations will be common to
achieving a good result.This iterative feedback needs to be made to the
designer in a clear way to communicate issues and potentials that might
lead to improved design.
Formwork Planning
This Use-Case is centered on the detailed design and planning of formwork
and is currently undertaken by different professionals depending on the
details of the contractual responsibilities. In standard projects it typically
occurs after a project is tendered for construction. However, with nonstandard projects it is important that the tendering process already involves
an understanding of the specific execution.
Inputs for this Use-Case are geometry and guidelines for surface
patterning. Both of these come from the designer and need to clearly
communicate intentions.The formwork planner then needs to be able to
evaluate a range of formwork options in a relatively quick manner while
gaining detailed and accurate information on the potential production.This
involves the simulation and evaluation of multiple formwork systems as well
as the adjustment of key parameters of each that affect realization.
Geometry is at the centre of this process, geometric representations
allowing for the design and evaluation of the proposed system, essential in
non-standard projects. In the timber cleat example, this would be the point
where the actual tables with all their parts are being generated. It is possible
that automated processes and standardized rules might not be applicable in all
cases, so it should be possible to edit items outside a prescriptive workflow.
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Downstream output must provide detailed information about the
formwork parts, centered on the geometry of elements to be fabricated.
From this geometry, key measurements can be made and costs quantities
evaluated as schedules and required plans generated for subsequent
implementation. These quantities and schedules are a highly unpredictable
aspect of non-standard designs, not easily estimated because of the
complexity of the proposed design and the factors in its realization.
Upstream feedback to the designer might also include information about
these quantities as they have more detailed implications for budget beyond
the rough estimates provided in the first Use-Case. It will also convey
details relating to the design intentions provided as input, the feasibility of
the proposed form and surface finish.This might include information about
specific details of a formwork system beyond the knowledge of the
designer, or issues regarding application on site, the logistical requirements
of which often only become apparent with a high level of detail. Generally a
number of iterations of this feedback loop between designer and planner
are required to develop a feasible and affordable solution.
Fabrication
The third Use-Case addresses the fabrication of formwork elements. At this
stage a user specifies details for production of the physical elements, both
the fabrication of components and the assembly of these as required.The
user might be the planner, knowing details of fabrication processes or
conversely be an operator of a series of fabrication cells [18].
The input for this Use-Case is again based upon geometry, here of the
formwork elements generated at the planning stage. In this stage, however,
the geometry needs to be augmented with significant information regarding
the formwork.This includes the intended material, connection requirements
and finishing details.These are highly formwork dependent, for example with
timber cleats, input would comprise the previously generated CAD data for
all cleat tables appended by information on fabrication precision, wood
strength and production order.
Feedback upstream can be made from here to the planner regarding
specific capacities of the fabrication process.This might include details
affecting geometric limits to production and capacities available to a specific
site (e.g. the size of a CNC cutting bed) and estimates of production
schedules. As with the feedback loop between designer and planner,
numerous feedback iterations are likely required here to find a satisfactory
result. It is also likely that this information would feed further upstream to
affect design.
The final downstream output from this stage, namely actual fabrication
data, can be highly varied. Due to the heterogeneity of possible fabrication
cells, resulting data must be largely free in both extents and format.
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2.2. Formwork Systems
The Use-Case definitions have shown that, although at different stages of
the process different sets of information about formwork are needed, these
can all be seen as subsets of one consistent entity describing a precise
formwork system throughout the whole process. Moreover, the conception
of formwork systems as holistic entities spanning the complete process
from design to fabrication is vital to a self-consistent digital workflow. It
allows for the desired flexibility towards technology, as all information
referring to a precise system is kept within one clear body of data.
From this consistent body of information, clear functionality can be
defined as useful to a specific Use-Case. Key functionality and certain types
of information can be therefore arranged as subsets of the larger formwork
entity.This subdivision within the larger entity allows for the presentation of
information to be focused, while at the same time maintaining the possibility
for it to flow both up- and downstream.This enables feedback loops to
occur, enriching process steps with information taken from later steps, as it
becomes relevant.
 Figure 3: A non-standard concrete
formwork system as an entity spanning
the required design and construction
process. Specific items for application
in Use-Cases are subsets of the larger
data entity.

In an exemplary formwork system, all three involved users work with the
same formwork data unit, albeit with different user interfaces and specific
sets of information.Thus, the actual formwork parameters are identical,
while their accessibility and, importantly changeability depends on the actual
use case.

2.3. Integrating Users and Formwork Systems
For the facilitation of the desired workflow, well-developed means of
communication must exist within the system.There are several fundamental
requirements for this.
On one hand, it is important to identify appropriate levels of abstraction.
This applies to an abstraction of formwork parts, which vary in size and
materiality both within and between formwork systems. It also applies to
the abstraction of design and fabrication processes involved, in which there
is a need to identify a series of abstract steps that cover a broad range of
different processes.
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As an example, a designer works with a desired shape and requires
information to direct the design to feasible criteria. Hence, information must
be provided to identify potential problems and describe implications of
subsequent process steps. Further, there must be the means to adequately
communicate this to other experts.
In order to remain practical, the abstraction level must not become too
generic. It must be clearly limited to the desired scope – formwork systems
in the context of this research – and thus be only as abstract as necessary
but as specific as possible.
Complementary to abstraction is the need for a high degree of
flexibility. In a first case, this is true for the range of design and fabrication
processes incorporated.While certain abstract items and processes act as
fixed-points anchoring a building project, the workflow between those
anchors must be able to differ greatly from one system to the next. For
example, the means to design timber cleats must differ significantly from
milled volumes.
Secondly, flexibility is required to incorporate changes within a given
formwork system. By their nature, state-of-the-art processes are highly
changeable.Thirdly, flexibility is required to incorporate future technologies
as they become available.This is an underlying goal of the broader research
project and is also relevant to current development of new systems outside
the project.
A final aspect of flexibility, which is important to non-standard projects,
is the ability to intervene in automated processes.When dealing with nonstandard forms and processes, all cases are not necessarily covered by a
given set of rules and often involve exceptions. In this way, there must be
flexibility to interrupt and change the flow of information, i.e. to have
components taken out of the automated process, edited externally and then
reintegrated into the workflow.
Interfaces
In object-oriented programming, an interface defines what a specific part of
the code must do, but not how it will do it [19].This includes definitions of
required inputs and output data, without specifying processes within.They
facilitate the interaction of program parts and allow the exchange of one set
of specific information for another.
The appropriate definition of interfaces is vital to facilitating the
collaborative workflow. In conceiving these, data can be consistently derived
from any ‘Formwork’ for a specific ‘Use-Case’.The workflow of a user with
a formwork system is both fundamentally enabled and limited by these
interface definitions. It is therefore vital that these reflect the appropriate
levels of abstraction and means of flexibility to meet the requirements
discussed above.They have been developed through many rounds of
refactoring and conception within the project.
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3. IMPLEMENTATION
The above forms the basis for a Design System that outlines the desired
digital workflow for concrete formwork systems. A prototypical software
implementation is here described, and consists of a set of software
components related to the needs of the workflow.
 Figure 4:The conceptual
arrangement of parts for the
development of a CAD package.

3.1. Base Framework
Underlying all parts of the software package is a Base Framework, comprising
the actual framework for any application within the scope of the covered
workflow.The framework provides all interface definitions necessary for
communication between different parts of the software package (e.g. the
formwork interfaces utilized at different use cases) as well as the core
functionality needed to carry out the workflow.
For internal communication of geometric data, a custom data type is
introduced.This data type contains a geometric definition of an object
appended by additional data structures needed to sufficiently describe
objects for the purposes of the Design System.This includes further
abstractions by representing a surface as geometric analysis data (curvature
etc.) at a set of sampling points.
Host CAD Package
The software package is intended to be used upon an existing CAD
application, Rhinoceros 3D from Robert McNeel & Associates selected for this
purpose.This host application provides the basic geometric functionality as
well as the main working environment for the user (i.e. the CAD model).
Definitions for objects utilize NURBS for geometric descriptions and
operations [20]. Rhinoceros and its .NET SDK (‘Software Development Kit’)
were chosen as host due to the relatively widespread use, flexible
functionality and the associated open-source NURBS package[21].
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All communication with the host application occurs through the Base
Framework.This allows the other parts of the software package to be
independent of a specific CAD application. Migration to a different host can
be carried out by solely altering the implementation of the Base Framework,
leaving other components completely unchanged.

3.2.Tools
Three tools are currently implemented to first testing phase, with each
reflecting one of the Use-Cases introduced in the concept section of this
paper.

The Real-time Design Tool

This first tool addresses the Building Design Use-Case, providing real-time
information to a designer conceiving a concrete structure. It evaluates and
234 Nicholas Williams, Hanno Stehling, Fabian Scheurer, Silvan Oesterle, Matthias Kohler
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 Figure 5: Screenshots showing
working examples of the Real-Time
Design Tool.
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displays information about the potential application of a selected formwork
as it is designed and edited providing feedback on both efficiency and
surface patterning.
For each formwork, there are algorithms computing the geometric limits
for which it is applicable and a ‘construction efficiency’ measure based on
specific parameters of the system. Due to the need for a real-time
interaction with the user, these calculations are estimates relating to the
geometry in the model, without detailed parameters of fabricated elements.
The computed values are presented as qualitative estimates for design
evaluation and not absolute numbers.
In addressing the surface patterning, the tool can simulate gap patterns
for the selected surface and aids the designer in modifying them within the
allowed limits of the formwork technology. Further there is a possibility to
specify surface textures at a fine scale.
The Formwork Planning Tool
 Figure 6: Screenshots showing a
working example of the Formwork
Planning Tool.
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The second tool addresses the Formwork Planning Use-Case.The scope is
to aid in the detailed planning of formwork systems for a predefined form.
With this tool, a user can establish a hierarchy of formwork systems to be
employed, typically spanning from the simplest (i.e. cheapest, geometrically
most restrictive) to the most complex. Each formwork has specific controls
to specify detailed settings affecting both appropriate application and, later,
actual formwork generation.
Once all formworks intended for use have been initialized, the user can
start the formwork generation cascade.This cascade begins with the first
formwork in the list, populating as much of the geometry as applicable and
handing down the remainders to the next, where the process starts over.
The proposed concrete form is divided into geometric regions where a
single system is applied and then further into elements, the user being able
to set parameters at different scales.
Geometry of the designed formwork elements (e.g. cleat-tables or
polystyrene blocks) is generated as groups of CAD objects. In addition to
this geometrical representation, the elements contain formwork-specific
metadata allowing them to be identified for further processing in the
‘Fabrication Tool’. Finally, schedules of quantities and specific assembly
information and drawings can be generated.
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The Formwork Fabrication Tool
 Figure 7: Screenshots showing
working examples of the Fabrication
Tool.

The third tool addresses the Fabrication Use-Case and thus works on the
already generated formwork elements.The scope of the tool is to break up
formwork elements into single parts and prepare these for fabrication in an
adequate fabrication cell [18].
A central issue in this process is the fact that fabrication information
cannot be generated on a basis of geometry alone. Geometric elements can
differ in materiality, edge conditions and many other parameters that are
completely formwork-related.This is addressed by the introduction of a
common fabrication interface known to both formwork and fabrication cell.
It comprises a data structure holding geometry as well as additional
fabrication information.This is possible through the pre-definition of a finite
set of operation types based on real-world experience, e.g. n-axis-cutting,
drilling, stacking etc.
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In a first step, the formwork elements to be produced are selected and
related back to the relevant formwork to provide fabrication information.
This fabrication information can subsequently be assigned to different
fabrication cells by the user. Each cell can accept or decline each individual
operation type as well as have additional constraints like a maximum size of
the working area.
Output of this tool can be any kind of fabrication data. It is not covered
by the tools anymore and therefore is not restricted in any way.
Formwork Systems and Fabrication Cells (Plug-ins)
To be widely applicable and extendable, the software package must feature
flexible functionality to add and exchange both formwork systems and
fabrication cells.This is implemented as a plug-in system, meaning that each
individual formwork system or fabrication cell is kept within a separate file.
Theoretically, there is no limit to the number of plug-ins used within one
tool.Thus, plug-ins can be added and updated as needed or even be
developed and distributed separately.
As described above, the common interface for ‘Formwork Plug-ins’ is
abstract. All specific functions and data types stay within the particular
formwork plug-ins, enabling the software package to deal with a great
variety of formwork systems that might not even be known at the time of
implementation.
The formwork interfaces are defined, wherever possible, to require
geometric objects to be given to the plug-ins.This means that the process
does not have to be completed at once and working results can be saved to
and opened from CAD models. It also allows objects to be manually edited
and reintegrated into a workflow.
A ‘Fabrication Cell Plugin’, the second plugin-in type, relates to a specific
fabrication cell. It holds basic information about the fabrication operations
the cell can execute, its abilities and limitations. Due to the infinite number
of output possibilities in such an open plug-in system, the interface is
designed as a one-way road.While the input must conform to a predefined
data structure, the output can be freely formatted to meet specific external
needs, as it is not further processed within the framework. In this way it is
possible to implement plug-ins that directly produce machine code files,
CAD models or PDF plans for manual processing.

4. CONCLUSION
The findings of this research are a flexible and at the same time formwork
technology bound programming framework, as well as user tools for the
design of formwork for non-standard concrete structures. Beyond enabling
the downstream workflows from design to production, the framework
facilitates and focuses the upstream transfer of planning and fabrication
information into the design process.This is intended to enhance
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collaborative design and enable smooth and effective transitions from design
to fabrication.The tools that build upon this framework serve as a use case
specific application for an underlying range of formwork technologies.
In contrast to well-established standards such as BIM, and large software
packages implementing it, our research aims at providing a simple model
addressing specific tasks.The focus is on providing concise and necessary
information at the right time in the design and building process.The
possibility to expand or transfer this model into other fields of fabricationbased design is anticipated.
Within a broad economic and technological context of construction
industries, the concept of the Design System and software prototypes
presented here are small aspects toward improving design and construction
processes for non-standard concrete structures. However, by streamlining
the collaboration of architect, planner and fabricator, the setup presented
here has the potential to enhance design and planning efficiencies as well as
the quality of the resulting product.
The software package is currently in a first stage of testing.This involves
partners within the project utilizing the software where possible on actual
building projects. In future research the package will also be used in the
execution of several full-scale prototypes and a final small-scale
demonstration building.
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